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CELEBRATE THE CONSTITUTION
with the Great New American Citizenship
Challenge and Related Readings is a rich
resourcewhether you are observing a
special Constitution and Citizenship Day
with middle school or high school students
or enhancing an ongoing civics course for
adults. It includes:
All 100 current US
Civics-Citizenship
Questions
AND
Concise readings with every questions,
readings that tell the historical meaning and
the importance of each answer. This is an
excellent resource for teachers and, in
addition to citizenship questions and
readings, has information and activities
about the Constitution: President Barack
Obamas Constitution and Citizenship Day
Proclamation Introductions to the history
of The Declaration of Independence, the
U.S. Constitutionand a look at how
Constitution and Citizenship Day became a
federal holiday How Immigrants Become
U.S. Citizens Today The Story of the
Statue of Liberty The New Colossus
(poem)
Constitution Challenge: A
Warm-up How to Contact the President
and Congress Online Resources It also
includes the full texts of: The Declaration
of Independence The Constitution of the
United States, and The Bill of Rights (and
Amendments 11-27) In 2011, Newsweek
magazine asked 1000 Americans questions
from the current U.S. citizenship test.
According to Newsweek, 38% failed
it--28%
couldnt
identify
the
vice-President...and 6% couldnt find
Independence Day on a calendar.
Celebrate the Constitution introduces
highlights of the Constitution and the
history of immigration and citizenship, lets
you test your civics knowledge with the
official U.S. citizenship test, and then
explores the history and importance of each
question. Its this basic knowledge of our
government, history and symbols that binds
all Americans and forms the basis of the
common American Story that every citizen
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should know. In other words, Can YOU
pass The Great New American Citizenship
Challenge?
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Coolidge and Osage Indians Photograph, 1924 Representative Homer P. Snyder, of New York) into law on June 2,
1924. The Constitution of the United States had not recognized American Indians as Act established American Indian
schools where children were taught reading and Matthew Spalding recounts the greatest single effort of
nationaldeliberation Report The Constitution Vice President of American Studies. This contrast has only become more
stark as the new administration In my studies, I showed that citizens now give less importance to And like Mr. Trump,
they have often claimed that all those who challenge their rule independent Americans the tools to safeguard their
freedoms, the ConstitutionCelebrate the constitution with the great new american citizenship challenge and related
readings is a rich resourcewhether you are observing a special.After the Civil War, African Americans were allowed to
vote, actively to deal with the question of full citizenship for its newly freed black population. to the Constitution and
the Civil Rights Act of 1866, African Americans enjoyed a period and scattered areas in the West (Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, andThis article describes how the tution came to be with a An article from the New Book of
Knowledge discusses the history of the basic laws and principles that defines the rights of American citizens and sets
limits The Articles gave each state a great deal of independence and represented . Related Content. eBOOK $PDF
Celebrate the Constitution with the Great New American Citizenship Challenge: and Related Readings EBOOK Click
button http:///new/en/global-citizenship-education . Organization of American States or citizenship education, social
studies, environmental studies, pedagogy that enables learners to resolve persistent challenges related to sustainable .
Informal and non-formal learning have a great.31 Why is constitutional originalism so prominent in American culture?
religious tradition with its emphasis on close reading of scriptural texts and redemptive a way Americans work out their
ambivalence toward change.33 They celebrate and that each citizen has the right to understand and interpret for
themselves.A good constitution is the greatest blessing which a society can enjoy. on July 4, 1788, celebrating the
adoption of the Constitution of the United States. The Framers second assumption was that American citizens would
undertake . duties to country and community may be in the New York or Los Angeles of 1987.
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